M1300

****This Standard Supersedes BECo Standard 2.10-6.17, page 4 of 19 and COM Electric Standard NE-10 (Cover Cat ID 9520)

NSTAR No.1 Solid Cover

1.0 Scope

This material specification details the dimensions, materials and fabrication details including Foundries identifying markings.

2.0 General

Cover loading capacity shall exceed AASHTO HS20-44.
Classification: A.S.TM. A-48
Class 30 Gray Iron

3.0 Notes

3.1 Foundry identifying marks shall appear on the under side of cover.
3.2 Estimated weight of cover is 200 lbs.
3.3 The catalog ID for this cover is “1347”
(2) EACH SIDE 3"Ø CORED HOLES (4) REQ'D.

NOTE: COVER RAISED DIAMOND DESIGN
"NSTAR" IN 3" LETTERS
"E" & "LECTRIC" IN 2" & 1-1/2" LETTERS

PLAN

SECTION A-A

Fig. 1 – No. 1 Manhole Cover